
Autumn Quotes 
 
“Autumn is a second spring when every leaf is a flower.”  
Albert Camus 
 
“Autumn seemed to arrive suddenly that year. The morning of the first September was 
crisp and golden as an apple.”  
J.K. Rowling  
 
“Autumn...the year's last, loveliest smile.”  
William Cullen Bryant 
 
“I cannot endure to waste anything so precious as autumnal sunshine by staying in the 
house."  
Nathaniel Hawthorne 
 
“Listen! The wind is rising, and the air is wild with leaves, 
We have had our summer evenings, now for October eves!”  
Humbert Wolfe 
 
“Why is summer mist romantic and autumn mist just sad?”  
Dodie Smith 
 
“Autumn carries more gold in its pocket than all the other seasons.”  
Jim Bishop 
 
“Autumn is as joyful and sweet as an untimely end.”  
Rémy de Gourmont 
 
“And I rose 
In rainy autumn 
And walked abroad in a shower of all my days...”  
Dylan Thomas 

“He found himself wondering at times, especially in the autumn, about the wild lands, 
and strange visions of mountains that he had never seen came into his dreams.”  
J.R.R. Tolkien 

“I loved autumn, the one season of the year that God seemed to have put there just for 
the beauty of it.”  
Lee Maynard 

“Autumn is the mellower season, and what we lose in flowers we more than gain in 
fruits.” 
Samuel Butler 
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“The leaves fall, the wind blows, and the farm country slowly changes from the summer 
cottons into its winter wools.”  
Henry Beston 
 
“Give me a land of boughs in leaf 
A land of trees that stand; 
Where trees are fallen there is grief; 
I love no leafless land.”  
A.E. Housman 
 
“It was one of those perfect English autumnal days which occur more frequently in 
memory than in life.”  
P.D. James 
 
“An autumn garden has a sadness when the sun is not shining...”  
Francis Brett Young 
 
“Just as a painter needs light in order to put the finishing touches to his picture, so I need 
an inner light, which I feel I never have enough of in the autumn.”  
Leo Tolstoy 
 
“Are ye the ghosts of fallen leaves,  
O flakes of snow,  
For which,  
Through naked trees, 
The winds A-mourning go?”  
John B. Tabb  
 
“Give me juicy autumnal fruit, ripe and red from the orchard." 
Walt Whitman 
 
“Such days of autumnal decline hold a strange mystery which adds to the gravity of all 
our moods.”  
Charles Nodier 
 
“The magic of autumn has seized the countryside; now that the sun isn't ripening 
anything it shines for the sake of the golden age; for the sake of Eden; to please the moon 
for all I know.”  
Elizabeth Coatsworth 
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“The goldenrod is yellow, 
The corn is turning brown... 
The trees in apple orchards 
With fruit are bending down.”  
Helen Hunt Jackson 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


